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The Castle of Mytilene, one of the largest castles in the
Mediterranean, is situated on the elevated and prominent,
rocky hill that is largely surrounded by the northern port of
the ancient city. Over the wild and dense pine trees project
building remains and fortifications dating back to eras,
when the Byzantines and later the Genoese and Ottoman
conquerors constructed these complex fortifications
adding successively sections and reinforcements to the
original wall circuit.
Today, the project for the restoration of the Northeastern
section of the fortification wall of the Castle of Mytilene is
complemented as part of the grandiose and multifaceted
work that has been taking place for many years to
promote the medieval core of the city of Mytilene and to
consolidate and restore the dilapidated sectors of its walls.
With the future and enduring integration of other sections
of the Castle for restoration as well, we believe that the
monument will be upgraded and will hopefully act as an
important pole for cultural activities on the outermost
island of Lesbos.
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Director of the Ephorate of Antiquities of Lesbos
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Consolidation and restoration of NE stretch
of the fortification wall (sections A-C, D)
of the Castle of Mytilene

A firm example of the uninterrupted inhabitation of
Mytilene from ancient times to present day is its castle,
dominating the northeastern part of the hilly peninsula
from the old northern harbor of the city to the top of the
hill. Although its present form is the result of repeated
interventions and repairs, throughout the Ottoman
domination in order for the fortifications to be updated
and keep pace with the evolution of warfare, older sectors
of the fortifications of the Gattelusi, and the Byzantines,
even from ancient times are preserved, attesting
undoubtedly its long history.

Τhe Castle of Mytilene
The space occupied by the Castle of Mytilene has been a
natural stronghold since ancient times, because it provided
control for the two harbors of the city. The peninsula was
initially an island, separated from the mainland by a strait
known in antiquity as “Mytilenaean Euripus”. The commute

between the peninsula and the mainland was secured by
bridges until the 15th century, when Euripus’ canal was
naturally embanked and finally sealed.
In its present form, the Castle occupying an area of
approximately 60 acres, consists of three enclosures. The
upper one, on the Southeastern edge of the fortress is
considered to be the last line of defense and houses the
central defense tower and a gunpowder storehouse. The
middle enclosure includes buildings such as the prison, the
medrese (muslim religious School) and the tekke (muslim
mausoleum), the Byzantine cistern and the crypt complex,
as well as another gunpowder storehouse. This main
enclosure was accessible through two gate complexes:
from the South, which is still in use as the current access
to the castle and from the West through the so-called
Orta Kapu. Other two smaller gates to the North of the
enclosure serve the traffic to and from the houses of the
Lower Castle, the Saplitza, the hamam and the small chapel
of Agios Ioannis; these buildings encircled by the seaside
fortification wall compose thus the third enclosure.
The trace of the ancient circuit is nowadays completely
obscured. Only one stretch of the ancient fortification
wall is visible in short length at the east side to the shore,
near the circular-nowadays slipped- tower. Evidence for
the fortifications of early Christian times are also not
preserved, although the large number of churches known
to us certifies the commercial and residential flourishing
of the city in this era. As for the fortifications of the
Byzantine period, these have been sporadically preserved,
embedded in later fortification walls of the Gattelusi and
the Ottomans. The fortification walls of the Byzantine

Panoramic view of the Castle of Mytilene
from the South.
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Aerial view of the Castle from the East

period are characterized by the use of large marble blocks,
taken from various ancient monuments that were already
in a ruinous condition.
In 1355 Lesbos and its inhabitants were given as a dowry
for the marriage of the sister of the Byzantine Emperor
Ioannis Palaeologos, Maria with the Genoese Francisco
Gattilusio, and also as recognition for the services of
this nobleman, merchant, sailor and pirate from Genoa,
in Ioannis’ successful attempt to regain the throne of
Byzantium from Ioannis Katakouzinos. The Gattelusi
administered from the Castle of Mytilene their hegemony,
which included along with Lesbos also Lemnos, Imbros,
Samothraki, Thasos, Ainos, and Phocaea in Asia Minor. During
the 107 years of the Gattelusi hegemony, fortification
works were executed at the Castle, characterized by their

good structure, the use of large size stones and also the
implementation of ancient building material in a decorative
manner. In addition to these features, the interventions of
the Gattelusi are identified by their built-in coat of arms,
which depicts next to their own flake pattern, the four
Betas and the two-headed eagle of the Byzantines, as well
as the monogram of the Palaeologoi.
After a two-week siege laid by Mohammed II, Lesbos
was handed over in 1462 to the Ottomans. The new
dominators of the Castle undertook extensive fortification
repairs throughout their stay on the island and displayed
a special concern for the good preservation state of the
walls and the buildings of the Castle, a fact that is attested
through the built-in inscriptions at walls and towers. Soon
after the occupation of Mytilene, the Ottomans restored
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the damages caused by their own siege.
In 1501, during the reign of Sultan Beyazit II and following
the destruction of the Castle during the Veneto-Turkish
War, the demolished stretches of the fortifications at the
North port were restored, two large artillery towers were
constructed as well, and the new enclosure of the Lower
Castle was developed clearly for residential purposes.
However, more important interventions with regard
to the form and defensive operation of the Castle took
place in 1643 - 1644 under the supervision of Capudan
Bekir Pasha. The renovation works of the fortifications

Photograph of the Castle of Mytilene from the Northwest
(Source S.Choutzaios, 1908)

comprised of the main Castle wall restoration and the
construction of a new fortification wall with bastions,
battlements and batteries in front of the medieval wall. In
front of these new structures a deep and wide moat was
developed, ending up as a slope, thus forming the typical
defensive system for firearms of that time. The new line
of defense was constructed along the most vulnerable
Western and Southern side until it reached the seaside wall.
The Ottoman building style varies, but often characterized
by untidiness, as the implementation of small and medium
size rubble stones and the broad joints display.
Although the castle formed the city’s administration
center and defense core, it did not lose its residential
character throughout its history until the late 19th and
20th centuries. The great earthquake of 1867 marked the
beginning of the end for its residential history. The houses
and the fortifications being destructed, they were either
provisionally rebuilt or were not at all restored, as the
castle did serve now as an army camp.
After the island’s liberation the residential role of the
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Castle was maintained for a few years more. The middle
Castle was inhabited by poor Greeks, whilst poor Turks
living in the lower Castle (Dedeler) were engaged in
various forms of divination (coffee and cards). In 1922,
the first refugees from Asia Minor were accommodated
in the Castle. In the lower Castle through poverty of its
inhabitants and over time, the most lively and obscene
neighborhood of the city developed, operating until the
1980s.

History of the archaeological research
and restorations
The first archaeological research at the Castle of Mytilene
took place immediately after the liberation of the island
and its incorporation into Greece. In 1913 the archaeologist
Nikolaos Kyparissis carried out the first excavations within
the enclosure, while the castle was still inhabited. In 1937
with the publication of the Royal Edict declaring the Castle
as preservable heritage, starts the official treatment of the
Castle as a monument by the State, which through various
interventions since then defined its present appearance.
From 1938 to 1940 and from 1960 to 1965, the
Directorate of Restoration of the Ministry of Culture and the
Director of Antiquities Seraphim Charitonides respectively,
performed the first interventions in the Castle. At that
time, landfill was removed, most of the standing buildings
were demolished, dilapidated sections of the walls were
complemented and consolidated, restorations were carried
out at the medrese and the gunpowder storehouse and
excavations were conducted as well. Operations continued
from 1966 to 1968 by Vasileios Petrakos and then in 1971
- 1972 by Despina Hatzi-Vallianou in the form of smallscale restoration interventions of the walls at the sector
of the North Byzantine gate and at the Byzantine cistern.
Moreover, systematic excavations were carried out in 1984
and the following years by the Canadian Archaeological
Institute at Athens under the direction of Hector Williams.
This research yielded the sanctuary of Demeter and
Persephone with attested Kybele’s co-worship of classical
times, as well as a 14th-century Church dating at the time
of the Gattelusi, underneath the foundations of the 19thcentury mosque.
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Aerial view of the Castle from the West
© Akis Kokotos.
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From 1994 to 1997 operations continued by the
Ministry of Culture (ARF - 14th EBA - DRBPM) and focused
on the restoration and rehabilitation of the gunpowder
storehouse and the Orta Kapu complex, as well as on the
restoration of a small section of the South fortification wall.
In the years 2000-2001, the Directorate for Restoration
of Byzantine and Post Byzantine Monuments carried out
restoration operations of the fortification walls from the
Orta Kapu sector to the Byzantine cistern. Moreover, in
2005-2007 the 14th EBA implemented a project regarding
the improvement of the visiting frequency and holistic
promotion of the Castle, which included restoration
operations of the walls and of individual buildings, as well
as construction of walking routes, vegetation planting and
informative material installation.

The project of consolidation and restoration
of the NE stretch of the fortification wall.
(NSRF 2014-2020)
As it becomes clear, the extensive and various problems
that the monument presents, led to the implementation
of ongoing restoration and enhancement programs in the
previous years. As a continuation of these laborious efforts
and given the intense pathology and dilapidation of some
sections of the wall that span the Northeastern side of the
enclosure, the Ephorate of Antiquities of Lesbos and the
North Aegean Region recently proceeded to the inclusion
of the project “Consolidation and restoration of NE stretch
of the fortification wall (sections A-C, D) of the Castle of
Mytilene” in the Operational Program for the North Aegean
(NSRF 2014-2020).

Aerial view of the sector C of the fortification wall
during the operations
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Fortification wall’s outer façade in section C,
before the deconstruction of a dilapidated part.

Fortification wall’s outer façade in section C,
after the deconstruction of a dilapidated part.

The project implemented since September 2016 by
a large group of specialized staff of the Ephorate of
Antiquities of Lesbos (archaeologists, architects, civil
engineers, rural and surveying engineers, conservators of
antiquities, technicians) provides for the consolidation and
restoration of the static behavior of dilapidated sections
of the wall and its morphological restoration. The latter
feature consists of the reconstruction of battlements and
the wall walk, wherever these are not preserved, as well
as the rebuilding of the collapsed inner and outer façades
of the fortification wall in order to deliver the monument
as a structural, visual and perambulatory unity to the
inhabitants and visitors of Mytilene. During the project, a
special experiential educative program will be held, along
with a conference regarding Ottoman fortifications in the
Aegean. Informative material (signs, brochures, Braille
brochures) will be also available in printed and digital form
to tourists and visitors.
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Fortification wall’s outer façade in section A, after cleaning operation

Cleaning operations, debris transportation and stone collection at the inner
façade of the fortification wall, section C

It is everyone’s wish that the monumental Castle of
Mytilene, one of the largest in the Mediterranean, will
be hopefully restored in its entirety and that it will be
delivered to the public preserving the historical memory
of the medieval and modern past of the city.

Fortification wall’s outer façade in section A during scaffolding operation
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Topographical plan of the Castle of Mytilene,
where the intervention sections A-C, D are marked
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Middle Gate. Inauguration inscription bearing the coat of arms of the
Gattilusi and of Palaeologoi, 1379
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